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Small Community Public Parking 

Public parking facilities in communities under 
10,000 population include parking lots and street 
parking supplied and maintained by the community. 
Parking is generally free to the public, but with set 
parking duration times. 

Very little parking in the Central Business 
District (CBD) is supplied by the retail store owners 
since the land has greater economic value as retail 
space than as a parking lot. Furthennore, the CBD in 
small communities has little vacant land available since 
the majority of the buildings were constructed prior to 
the surge in auto ownership after World War II. 
Therefore, prior to World War U accommodation of the 
auto was not of the same importance as in the latter 
part of the 1900's. As the community grew outward 
from the residential core the work force became more 
mobile and the automobile became a much more 
influential factor upon the CBD. The past two decades 
have seen a growth in strip development and shopping 
centers/ megastores, both providing ample free 
parking space for employees and customers. These 
developments of the latter part of the 1900's have 
caused many small towns to re-evaluate their 
downtown public parking environment and its 
relationship to the economic viability and growth of 
theCBD. 

The Downtown Occupancy Change 

In many small communities the CBD has less 
than 1/3 of the market share of total community retail 
dollars as customers are attracted to outlying strip 
development and shopping centers/megastores. Local 
economic development personnel encourage the CBD 
building owner to seek alternate ways to "bring people 
to the downtown" in order to maintain a healthy CBD 
retail function and supplement income to compensate 
for rising property taxes. One of the alternatives many 
CBD building owners pursue is renovation of 
previously unused, or underused, second storey space. 
This may take the fonn of second storey "loft shops", 
moderate rent residential apartments, or light 
manufacturing. The assumption is that employees and 
residents will shop in the CBD retail establishments. 
These options for revitalizing the small community 

CBD attract people with cars, but the community at 
large rarely plans for the accommodation of these cars. 
This very often leads to conflicts in demand for 
parking and a call for prioritization and/or expansion 
of parking availability. 

Overview Of Whitewater's Downtown Situation 

Whitewater is similar to most small 
communities in southeastern Wisconsin with respect to 
restructuring of the CBD and peripheral retail 
competition. Arterial street development includes 
restaurants, grocery stores, drugstores, dry cleaners, 
financial institution, insurance agencies, and a large 
discount store. The CBD has a reasonable mix of retail 
and commercial establishments but lacks a major retail 
anchor since the loss of the Schultz Brothers variety 

c 
store in early 1989. The 1989 closure of a woman's 
clothing store, tavern, and small restaurant, have left 
voids in the retail mix. The la te 1989 opening of a 
WalMart discount store has also impacted retail 
business in the CBD, increasing the economic pressure 
on the CBD merchants and building owners. 

Whitewater has three small manufacturing 
businesses located within the CBD and with a new 
industrial park no increase in this category is 
anticipated. In the past decade over 60 new apartment 
units have been developed in the upper levels of retail 
buildings, and a downtown hotel has been converted 
to a residential facility. Most of these apartment 
dweiIers are college students enrolled at the University 
of Wisconsin-Whitewater. The students have been 
attracted to the CBD apartments because they are less 
costly than the near-campus apartment units. Since the 
distance to campus involves a minimum 15 minute 
walk the majority of the college renters own a vehicle. 
The renters, whether students or nonstudents, have not 
been provided with adequate landlord owned parking 
and therefore must use the available public parking 
lots. The majority of these lots are located within one 
block of the rental units and offer a convenient parking 
site at no cost to the landlord or apartment dweller. 

With most University classes not commencing 
until 8:50 a.m. many of the student owned cars may be 
found in the parking lots when the CBD 
employers/employees arrive for work. Since the 
majority of the close-in public lots have a limited 
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number of 10 hour stalls there are increasing times 
when the employee finds no long term stalls available 
and must: (l) park in a more distant lot and walk an 
extra block or two; (2) park in the 2 hour stalls in the 
parking lots, or (3) park in 2 hour street stalls. In the 
latter two cases the employer / employee occupies 
parking intended for the customer, generating the 
opinion that since it is difficult to find parking why 
bother shopping in the CBO. 

Survey Of Whitewater CBO Parking 

To determine if there was sufficient public 
parking to meet CBO user needs the following factors 
were examined for November 28 and 30, and 
December 2, 1989, for the period 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.: 
(1) total public lot and street parking stalls; (2) number 
of public lot and street parking stalls available by 
hourly intervals; (3) vehicles parking on streets and in 
public lots for an extended period of time; (4) which 
users occupied the public lots for extended time 
periods. The CBO area is shown in Figure 1. 

Average Street And Lot Parking Occupancy 

The CBO has a total of 216 street stalls with 
average occupancy being nearly the same for each day 
(Table lA). 

TABLE lA 
AVERAGE % STREET OCCUPANCY 

Street Tues. Thur. Sat. Average Stalls 
Main 52.8 54.0 57.5 54.8 38 
Center 51.0 49.4 51.8 SO.7 48 
First 48.0 49.0 53.5 SO.l 21 
Second 47.8 50.0 51.0 49.6 48 
Whitewater 37.0 38.5 46.0 40.5 43 
Fremont 19.7 13.0 9.7 14.1 18 

Average 42.7 42.3 44.9 43.3 216 

The average percent occupancy of the primary 
parking lots from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. is listed in 
Table 1 B, and shows significant differences between 
weekday and weekend parking, and between short 
and long term lots. 

TABLE IB 
AVERAGE % PUBUC LOT OCCUPANCY 

SHORT TERM LOTS 
LOT TUES THUR SAT STALlS 

2 hr. IOhr. 2hr. IOhr. 2hr. IOhr. 2hr. IOhr. 
Wisc. Elec. 34 84 40 86 20 25 20 25 
Schultz 43 88 53 77 14 39 14 39 
Register 40 79 40 87 10 19 10 19 
Mural 59 66 2 2 
Average 44.0 83.7 49.8 83.3 13.327.7 53 83 

LONG TERM LOTS 

LOT TUES THUR SAT AVG STALLS 

Creek 68 SO 69 62.3 16 
Museum 50 54 43 49.0 28 
Fire & Police 55 55 18 42.7 40 
S.W. Armory 31 39 ~ 24.0 12 

Average 51.0 49.5 33.0 44.5 100 

The N .E. Armory and Lakeside lots, each with 
a capacity of 25+ cars, averaged less than 3 cars per 
day and are not included in the above tables. 

Public Parking Lots 

According to the Southeast Wisconsin Regional 
Planning Commission (SEWRPC) parking deficiencies 
are based on three standards: (l) peak weekday use 
should not exceed 80% of the a vailable space; (2) short 
term parkers should not have to walk more than 3 
minutes from car to destination; (3) early morning 
parking transition should allow a 20% space 
availability for long term parking stalls; and, (4) 
parking duration should adhere to time limits to assure 
user access. 

Of the ten public parking lots surveyed two 
were minimally occupied. The Northeast Armory lot, 
which is wooded on two sides and blocked from view 
by the City Armory, is a 5 minute walk north of the 
CBO. The public perceives the lot as being isolated and 
lacking curbside visibility. These factors tend to 
increase the perception of vandalism of parked 
vehicles and increase personal safety concerns. 

The Lakeside lot, a 5 minute walk south of the 
CBO, is hidden from view by an industrial facility and 
a car dealership. The industrial facility has a blighted 
storage facility facing the lot, which, when combined 
with the long, narrow, poorly maintained entry, makes 
this an unattractive lot. A tentative agreement between 
the industry owner and the City regarding 
modification of the storage area may increase usage of 
the lot. 

Unless otherwise noted all the other City lots 
have easy access, are adequately lighted, paved, and 
well maintained. Many have a combination of 2 hour 
and 10 hour parking stalls, and all allow overnight 
parking. The following is a summary of characteristics 
for the lots. 

Wisconsin Electric Lot: 

Stall Capacity: 20 two hour, 25 ten hour, one handicap 
Average Long Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: week

days 95% with 4 periods of 100% occupancy, Saturday 
63% 

Average Short Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: 
weekdays 45% with 1 period over 60% occupancy, 
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Saturday 34% 
Long Tenn 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 96% 
Short Tenn 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Weekdax Occupancy: 41 % 
Accessibilitx: from 2 major thoroughfares, the Main 

Street (U.5. 12) entry is 100 feet from a traffic light 
which causes some entry / exit problems 

Lot users: primarily financial institution employees 
and professional business people, secondarily apart
ment dwellers. 

Schultz Lot: 

Stall Capacitx: 14 two hour, 39 ten hour, two handicap 
Average Long Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: 

weekdays 85% with only 1 period of 100% occupancy, 
Saturday 85% with 2 periods of 100% occupancy 

Average Short Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: 
weekdays 53% with 5 periods over 60% occupancy, 
Saturday 51 % 
Long Tenn 8 a.m.-lO a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 93% 
Short Tenn 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 58% 
Accessibility: from 2 city streets with no problems 
Lot users: the lot has the highest percentage of 

resident vehicles due to residential conversion of 
vacant lofts along Main Street. Since Main Street is 
within easy walking distance a substantial number of 
employees/employers also park in the lot. The lot also 
has a large number of casual parking users because of 
its proximity to the CBD establishments. 

Special Characteristics: the lot has special amber 
fluorescent lighting, landscaping, and benches in a 
landscaped area within 200 feet of Main Street. 

Register Lot: 

Stall Capacity: 10 two hour, 19 ten hour, one handicap 
Average Long Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: 

weekdays 88% with only 2 periods of 100% occupancy, 
Saturday 90% with 2 periods of 100% occupancy 

Average Short Term 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: 
weekdays 44% with 2 periods over 60% occupancy, 
Saturday 63% 

Long Tenn 8 a.m.-lO a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 89% 
Short Tenn 8 a.m.-lO a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 47% 
Accessibility: from a major thoroughfare and close to 

a major intersection causing some entry / exit problems 
Lot users: residents and employees are the prime lot 

users, nearby taverns and small restaurants attract 
community residents who park in the lot. 

Fire and Police Lot 

Stall Capacity: 40 twenty four hour, 1 handicap 
Average 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: weekdays 66% 

with 4 periods over 70% occupancy, Saturday 22% 
Avera&e 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 69% 
Accessibility: accessible from three streets but not 

clearly visible from two of them because of setback 
conditions and obstruction by large buildings 

Lot users: the lot is primarily used by City employees 
from the adjacent City Hall and Public Safety building, 
and those from nearby professional and financial 
establishments 

Special Characteristics: a dual lot with one half 
privately owned and the other half a public lot. Since 
there is no physical demarcation separating the lots it 
was considered one parking lot. 

Creek Lot 

Stall Capacity: 16 twenty four hour, 1 handicap 
Average 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: weekdays 63% 

with 6 periods over 70% occupancy, Saturday 73% 
Average 8 a.m.-lO a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 59% 
Accessibility: access from Main Street (U-S. 12) is via 

a narrow alleyway and is near a congested three way 
intersection; a second entry from a city street is easily 
confused with an auto dealer's used car lot 

Lot users: the lot is primarily used by employees and 
patrons of nearby businesses, including taverns and 
several small restaurants. 

Special Characteristics: the lot is partly on a steeply 
sloping hill which presents some winter parking 
problems. It is a gravel and asphalt lot that is poorly 
maintained with no stall demarcation, and with no on
site lighting. 

Museum Lot 

Stan Capacity: 28 twenty four hour, 1 handicap 
Average 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: weekdays 55% 

with only 4 periods over 60% occupancy, Saturday 44% 
Average 8 a.m.-lO a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 54% 
Accessibility: from a major thoroughfare with no 

problems 
Lot users: the lot is primarily used by city employees 

from nearby the City Hall and Public Safety building. 
Special Characteristics: a well maintained gravel lot. 

Mural Lot 

Stall Capacity: 9 two hour, 1 handicap 
Average 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: weekdays 59% 

with only 1 period over 70% occupancy, Saturday 82% 
Avera~ 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 58% 
Accessibility: from a major thoroughfare with no 

problems 
Lot users: the l~t's location near a variety of CBD 
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businesses makes this an attractive lot for the casual 
CDB shopper. It is also used by nearby apartment 
residents for overnight parking. 

Southwest Armory Lot. 

Stall Capacity: 16 twenty four hour, 1 handicap 
Average 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Occupancy: weekdays 32% 

with only 5 periods over 50% occupancy, Saturday 3% 
Average 8 a.m.-10 a.m. Weekday Occupancy: 31 % 
Accessibility: from a major thoroughfare with no 

problems 
Lot users: the highest rates of occupancy are related to 

youth basketball after 3:00 p.m. and occasional 
meetings held during various times of the week by 
local organizations. 

Public Parking Lot Space Duration 

Parking duration is an indicator of parking 
adequacy and may detennine whether enforcement of 
parking regulations is adequate. Parking duration is 
also used to ascertain areas of parking demand. If 
duration exceeds a certain length of time for a given 
area, street or lot, the community may detennine that 
there is a need for additional public parking. 

Tables 2A and 2B show parking durations for 
the public lots; values exceeding 5 hours per vehicle in 
the long term lots would tend to indicate employee 
and/or resident parking. In the two hour portions of 
public lots it should be noted that most vehicles 
exceeded the time restriction. 

TABLE 2A 

PARKING SPACE DURATION 


LONG TERM LOTS 


LOCATIQN TUES THUR SAT 
Museum 5.3 6.5 5.7 
Creek 5.0 3.6 3.6 
S.W.Armory 2.4 2.0 3.5 
Fire & Police 6.5 6.6 4.7 

TABLE 2B 

PARKING SPACE DURATION 


SHORT TERM LOTS 


LOCATION TUES THUR SAT 
2 hr. 10hr. 2 hr. lOhr. 2 hr. 10 hr. 

Wise Electric 2.7 6.3 4.0 6.3 2.1 5.4 
Schultz 2.5 5.4 3.7. 4.8 2.9 5.2 
Register 1.8 4.9 2.6 6.1 2.6 6.0 
Mural 3.3 3.2 4.5 

Public Parking Lot Turnover 

The rate of vehicular turnover for street and 
public lot parking is important to the CBD with respect 
to accidents and public frustration of citizens seeking a 
parking place either while working or while doing 
business in the CBD. 

Parking stall turnover is shown in Tables 3A 
and 3B for the lots, with larger values indicating a 
higher turnover of vehicles/stall/day. Ten hour zone 
turnover is minimal, which is to be expected based on 
usage by employees and residents, but abuse of the 
two hour zones is obvious from the low turnover rates. 
High occupancy rates and low turnover for ten hour 
stalls results in abuse of two hour stall parking 
restrictions. The limited police patrolling of the lots 
results in a tacit acceptance of this problem and 
increases the parking abuse of long term parking 
occupants. 

TABLE3A 
PARK~GSTALLTURNOVER 

LONG TERM LOlS 

LOCATION TUES THUR SAT 

Museum 1.11 0.96 0.89 
Creek 1.63 1.69 2.31 
S.w. Armory 2.25 3.19 0.13 
Fire & Police 1.40 1.48 0.48 

TABLE3B 
PARK~GSTALLTURNOVER 

SHORT TERM LOTS 

LOCATION TUES THUR SAT 
2 hr. 10 hr. 2 hr. 10 hr. 2 hr. 10 hr. 

Wise Electric 1.50 1.60 1.15 1.64 2.00 1.32 
Schultz 2.00 1.95 1.71 1.92 1.86 1.85 
Register 2.80 1.95 1.90 1.74 2.60 1.58 
Mural 2.11 2.44 2.11 

Parking Turnover on Gty Streets 

Parking stall turnover on city streets is shown 
in Table 4, with larger values indicating a higher 
turnover of vehicles per stall. Main, Center, First, and 
Second street have the highest turnover rates, with the 
east end of the CBD having the highest turnover rates. 
The eastern CBD has several high volume 
establishments including restaurants, taverns, 
hardware store, drug store, and personal services. This 
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end of the CBO has very limited private parking and 
only three public parking lots, one of which is situated 
on a steep slope, poorly maintained, and accessed with 
moderate difficulty, and another has a very limited 
capacity. 

TABLE 4 

AVERAGE PARKING STALL TURNOVER 


WHITEWATER STREETS 


LOCATION TUES THUR SAT AVG 
Main Street 6.08 6.42 6.69 6.40 
Center Street 6.05 5.96 6.20 6.07 
First Street 5.67 6.01 6.32 6.00 
Second Street 5.69 5.47 6.32 5.83 
Whitewater Street 4.33 5.15 5.72 5.07 
Fremont Street 2.30 1.58 1.11 1.66 

Average 5.02 5.10 5.39 5.17 

With the majority of the east end 
establishments having fewer than 3 employees on site 
at one time, this componen t of parking demand is not a 
dominant factor in parking occupancy. The majority of 
the employees appear to avail themselves of public 
parking lots, and appear willing to walk two or more 
blocks to seek off-street public parking, thereby freeing 
the street stalls for the casual shopper. 

The west end financial and public service 
establishments employ large numbers of people less 
willing to walk two or more blocks to seek off-street 
parking. These large employers provide minimal 
employee parking, with employees parking in the 
nearest available public lots. This is justified under the 
premise that professional people should not have to 
walk more than one block to work because of special 
footwear and personal attire attributes. Customer 
street stall parking demand is reduced on the west end 
because of the available private lots, although there is 
some demand pressure along north Second Street by 
second storey apartment residents. 

Above the retail establishments in the central 
CBO there are a considerable number of second storey 
apartments which house over one hundred residents
Although the majority of the residents have cars and 
require parking, few of the landlords provide parking. 
The retail businesses in this area generally employ less 
than 3 employees, with several employing the CBO 
student residents, thus employee parking needs are 
either minimal or resident related. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Many small communities have downtown 
parking conflicts based upon the following: mthere is 
not enough parking; (2) certain groups dominate the 

parking spaces; (3) parking regulations are contrary to 
the right to free public parking; and, (4) it is too far to 
walk from lots with excess vacant space. Except for 
occasional times during the week there is always 
available parking within a few minutes walking 
distance of place of employment, downtown residence, 
and consumer shopping in most small towns. 

As in many small communities there are two 
primary users of the public lots in Whitewater, 
employees/employers and apartment residents. The 
former arrive for work, and look for free long term 
parking, between the hours of 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. and 
exit the CBO between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m. Apartment 
residents, primarily students attending the University 
of Wisconsin campus in Whitewater, do not fall into 
the daytime only parking category. Some resident 
vehicles remain in the same stall for 24 hours or more, 
while others may move in and out of a lot two or more 
times in a given day. Most residents own a vehicle and 
park in the public lots since most CBO landlords do 
not provide parking. 

Suggestions given below for changes in the 
three most heavily used lots in the CBO may also be 
applied to other communities with similar resident, 
employee / employer, and shopper parking conflicts in 
public parking lots. Most communities have close-in 
lots, lots several blocks from "main street", and lots 
that are claimed by certain groups in the community. 

Wisconsin Electric Lot 

This lot is primarily used by bank employees 
and professional people. Apartment dwellers are a 
minority user group, being present only early in the 
moming and late in the afternoon. The lot has a high 
percentage of 2 hour stall abuse, primarily by CBO 
employees who arrive between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m. 
These individuals often find the 25 long term stalls full 
and do not wish to walk a maximum of two blocks to 
other lots, such as the S.W. Armory, and Fire and Police 
Station lots. All of these lots are well lit, paved, and 
easily accessible. Convincing professional people to 
walk several blocks in a small town often meets with 
considerable resistance, thus a public relations type of 
approach seldom works. In Whitewater's case, half of 
the 2 hour stalls in the lot could be converted to 10 
hour stalls since they were generally less than 50% 
occupied by short term parkers. 

Schultz Lot 

This lot has a high percentage of apartment 
dweller vehicles based on a license review, some of 
which did not move for the survey period. This results 
in near capacity overnight and early morning use, 
which causes a shortage of long term parking stalls for 
CBO employees. To ease this use conflict, the number 
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of overnight parking stalls could be reduced by one 
half and apartment dwellers encouraged to use the 
S.W. Armory lot. That lot is well maintained, brightly 
lit, and is a high security lot because of street visibility. 
The lot is currently under-utilized because of its 
perceived distance from the retail shops and 
apartments; in actuality the lot is located only 100 feet 
further from the shops and apartments than the 
Schultz lot. 

Register Lot 

This lot has a high percentage of apartment 
dweller vehicles. It is assumed that the apartment 
residents are located above the Center Street businesses 
and find this the best maintained and most secure lot 
in which to park their vehicles. This lot also serves 
employees of nearby establishments and has a 
relatively high use pressure for the period 8:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. To relieve the overnight parking pressure, 
parking should be restricted and apartment residents 
encouraged to use the Lakeside lot to which access 

would have to be improved, lighting upgraded, 
surface paved, and visual aspects enhanced. Another 
option would be the acquisition of a small storage 
building between the Mural lot and an adjacent tavern 
along Whitewater Street, and the enlargement of the 
Mural lot to accommodate both CBD employees and 
residents. Since the City has approved additional 
apartment construction in the CBD and hopes to 
maintain CBD retail and service viability, the provision 
of additional parking in this area appears a reasonable 
option. 

A general suggestion would be to have 
parking fees for a guaranteed staltl in close-in lots fOor 
long term parking, This might also encourage car 
pooling and walking for those who object to the 
modest fee. The fees would be applied to maintenance, 
beautification, and increased lighting facilities where 
these are inadequate. The free parking duration for 
close-in lots would be reduced to a maximum of 4 
hours, adequate for casual shoppers but too short a 
time for the full time employee/employer and 
resident. 
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